What’s New With Threads?

STITCH of the Month

J.L. Walsh Silk and Wool
We ordered this new thread at the
Phoenix market, and it is now in
stock. It is a 5-ply strandable thread
that is 50% silk and 50% wool.
The silk gives a lovely sheen while
the wool adds just enough body to
fill in your stitches nicely. Presently,
we are carrying the top 50 best sellers
– luscious colors.
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Thread Gatherer Ribbon
Another treasure we found in
Phoenix is overdyed silk ribbon by
the Thread Gatherer. The ribbon is
4mm wide and comes in a wide range
of beautifully created colors. Cece
Strickland gives them names like
Finnegan’s Fog, Medieval Mulberry
and Halloween Confetti. How could
you resist stitching with these?
Ribbon is used for wonderfully bold
surface stitches. This means instant
gratification thanks to quick results!
Think in terms of large Satin Stitches,
Lazy Daisy Stitches for flowers and
Japanese Leaf Stitches for leaves.

Needle Necessities Overdyed
Pearl Cotton
We now have the full line of overdyed
pearl cotton from Needle Necessities
in stock which is dyed to match the
floss line you have grown to love.
Elaine Warner envisions her threads
to be soft blendable colors that will
easily work their way into painted
canvases and look natural. There are
numerous perfect greens, sky blues
and stone grays.

STEP 1

STEP 2

Do you remember learning how to
draw a five pointed star when you
were a small child? That is the
magic of this stitch!
Begin with step one above, following the graph for stitch order. You
can use any thread you like depending upon the look you want. Use a
metallic ribbon for a fully covered
look or use a fine metallic for a
lacey look.

STEP 3

Continue with step two bringing your needle up at the points of the star
and down in the center. Step three is the finishing touch, again bring
your needle up at the corners of the star and down in the center.
Once you see the pattern of the stitch it is easy to modify it to fit any size
star or canvas. You can embellish it as you desire, adding a bead or crystal
in the center or at the points of the star.
The next time you need to wish upon a star or to add a topper to your
tree, you will have the perfect stitch.
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